
GRACE BAKER


PROFILE 

I am currently a second year student studying BA (Hons) Performance Sportswear Design at Falmouth 
University, where I predominantly focus on womenswear.  My primary interests lie within women’s 
athleisure, skiwear and outerwear. My style of work is very minimalistic, often holding a boxy and 
oversized aesthetic, which combines style with functional aspects that improve performance.  I am 
proficient in Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop, as well as with using industrial machinery and pattern 
cutting.  I am a happy individual with a good sense of humour and hold a friendly, outgoing personality. 

EDUCATION 

Falmouth University, England 
BA (Hons) Performance Sportswear Design  

A course offering specialised sportswear design training, focusing on innovation in terms of both function 
and aesthetic.  This practical course aims to reflect the real-world fashion industry through the technical 
construction machinery on offer as well as with the lectures given and the projects set.  Advanced pattern 
cutting is taught, which has allowed me to translate my from 2D to 3D.  Lectures cover a plethora of 
topics relating to sportswear, including anatomy, human factors, the future of fashion, wearable 
technologies and fabric knowledge, giving me a broad knowledge around the subject.  CAD is taught 
frequently, which allowed me to recently became an Adobe Certified Associate in Graphic Design and 
Illustration using Adobe Illustrator.  For my latest I received a 1:1, where I designed a skiwear collection 
and produced a mid-layer garment.   

Mayfield Grammar School, Kent  
A-Levels  

A*AB (Textile Art, Psychology, Mathematics respectively)  

	 Textile Work has now been published within the Student ArtGuide Sketchbook Publication  

AS-Levels 

AAC (General Studies, Extended Project Qualification (based on the history and development of     
skiwear), Spanish respectively)  

GCSES  

9A*s, 2A’s, 1B  

Duke of Edinburgh, Bronze Award  

EXPERIENCE 

Bar Assistant, The Games Room Bar, Falmouth — February 2015 - present 
I currently hold a part-time position in a bar based in the heart of Falmouth during term-time.  Working 
here has allowed me to meet many other design students studying other courses at the university, 
opening up many opportunities for collaboration.   

Student Ambassador, Falmouth University — January 2015 - present 
Varied role that can entail showing perspective students around the campus to visiting local primary 
schools and running activities with them.  I often have to speak in front of large groups of people, showing 
my enthusiasm for the subject and the university.  
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Term-time address:  
2 Woodlane Close  
Falmouth  
Cornwall 
TR11 4QU 

Home Address: 
27 Whitehill Road  

Gravesend 
Kent 

DA12 5PE
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Fashion Merchandiser, John Lewis Bluewater — January 2014 - September 2014 
Remaining within the womenswear department, I became a fashion merchandiser for my final months at 
John Lewis, before relocating to Cornwall for University.  This role entailed displaying stock where it would 
lead to the most sales as well  as looking aesthetically looking pleasing for the customers.  I was required 
me to use my knowledge of emerging fashion trends within this role to successfully place products.   
Being a fashion merchandiser really taught me about target markets and how small changes in the layout 
can have a substantial effect on sales.  

Womenswear Sales Assistant, John Lewis Bluewater — July 2012 - January 2014 
Whilst studying for my A-Levels, I held a part-time job at John Lewis, where my duties were primarily 
customer service based, for example assisting customers with finding complete outfits for specific events.  
I thoroughly enjoyed working there as it was a large store, enabling me to meet a wide spectrum of 
individuals who I would otherwise of not have met.  

Anderson and Sheppard, Saville Row, London — July 2013 
Held a short work experience placement within the famous Saville Row tailors, where I was based in their 
workshop.  This was extremely eye-opening and really helped me decide at a young age that it was the 
fashion industry which I wanted to eventually land a career.   

Larkfield Swimming Centre, Kent — October 2011 - April 2012 
I volunteered with a set of children’s swimming lessons at my local leisure centre, as part of my Duke of 
Edinburgh Award.  I carried on with this following the completion of the award as it was something that I 
particularly enjoyed doing.   

SKILLS 

Technical skills such as Pattern Cutting and using Technical industrial machinery  

Proficient at using computer programmes, such as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator 

Good time management matured through managing deadlines and extra-curricular activities whist at 
school and university 

High organisation shown through being the ‘Trip Planner’ in the Snowsports Committee for Falmouth 
and Exeter University for  2 consecutive years, where I planned multiple successful University Ski Trips 

       

INTERESTS  

I really enjoy the outdoor lifestyle, hence my decision to come to University in Cornwall - it has introduced 
me to activities such as sea-swimming, surfing and paddle-boarding.  I have had a love for skiing since I 
was first introduced to it at a young age, so being part of the University Snowsports committee has been 
something that I have particularly enjoyed.   

Outside of University, I hold a particular love for traveling and exploring new places.  Last year I travelled 
around multiple European cities, after experiencing some of the best weeks of my life in the previous 
summer whilst backpacking around Malaysia and Singapore with my family.  I find exploring new places to 
be very inspirational, especially in terms of culture and colour.   
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